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At the heart of a good relationship with food is the principle of Eating Competence. Eating Competence, as defined by the Satter Eating Competence Model (ecSatter), is being positive, comfortable, and flexible with eating as well as matter-of-fact and reliable about getting enough to eat of enjoyable and nourishing food. Even though ecSatter says nothing at all about what or how much to eat or what to weigh, people who are Eating Competent (EC) have better diets, lower BMIs, superior metabolic profiles, and more-positive quality of life indicators. Eating competence is measured by the validated ecSI 2.0™.2, 3

EC show superior diets
Instead of going by what and how much to eat, people who are Eating Competent depend on their own natural food preference, growth, and diversity-seeking processes to ensure dietary variety.

- EC parents of fourth graders show superior dietary quality, flexible definition of mealtime regularity.4
- EC Finnish adults at risk of diabetes eat more fruits and vegetables.5
- EC SNAP eligible adults have greater food security.6
- EC predominantly Hispanic parents of fourth graders have more fruits, vegetables in home.7
- EC Finnish adolescents more frequently eat family meals, fruits, vegetables.5
- EC university students have highest perceived dietary quality.8
- EC have higher fiber, vitamin A, E, C, most B-vitamins, magnesium, iron, zinc, potassium, higher Healthy Eating Index, are more likely to follow the Prudent dietary pattern.9
- EC have better food resource management skills, offer and serve more fruits and vegetables.2
- EC do better with food budgeting and planning, offer and serve more fruits and vegetables and are in action maintenance stage of change.10

EC show superior wellness, medical nutrition therapy measures
People who are eating competent show superior wellness and metabolic indicators, even though they don’t follow prescriptive diets.

- EC less likely have metabolic syndrome, unidentified type 2 diabetes, higher HDL. Lower EC have higher insulin resistance.11
- EC have greater fewer oral health issues.6
- EC have lower HDL-cholesterol, fasting blood glucose, total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol to HDL ratios, diabetes, family HX early-onset heart disease.12
- EC show higher HDL-cholesterol, lower Chol/HDL, lower triglycerides, and lower [stress-tested] systolic and diastolic blood pressure.13

EC show lower BMI
ecSatter is weight-neutral. It defines desirable weight as stable BMI at any level, and does not encourage in any way striving for weight loss. Correlation and intervention studies show that people who are Eating Competent have the same or lower BMIs.

- EC parents of fourth graders who show a flexible definition of regular family meals have lower BMI.4
- EC Finnish adults at risk for diabetes are less likely to be obese.11
- EC Hispanic parents of fourth graders had lower incidence of overweight, obesity.
• EC Finnish adolescents more often perceived their weight as appropriate and less often had tried to lose weight.5
• EC university students have lowest incidence of overweight/obesity.14, 15
• EC university students psychologically secure, have lowest BMI.8
• EC low-income female adults have lower BMI.2
• EC elderly Spanish have lower BMI.12
• EC subjects in validation trial have lower BMI.10

EC show superior quality of life indicators
csSatter correlates with higher indicators of social and emotional well-being including eating attitudes, size acceptance and physical self-esteem and show more positive sleep and activity patterns.

• EC Finnish adults at risk of diabetes have higher physical activity and better sleep quality, are less likely to smoke.11
• EC Finnish adolescents more often perceive their body size as appropriate, have less often tried to lose weight, have higher self-esteem and a stronger sense of coherence.5
• EC university students show more physical activity, higher sleep duration14 and quality of sleep.15
• EC introductory nutrition students are less likely to report past or current eating disorders16
• EC low income adult females showed lowest interpersonal distrust, impulsivity, ineffectiveness, maturity fears and social insecurity as well as lowest body dissatisfaction, drive for thinness, restrained eating, disinhibited eating and (intolerable) hunger.2, 10
• EC university students had lowest desired weight loss, lowest emotional eating, lowest psychological/emotional distress, highest perceived dietary quality.8
• EC university students have higher weight satisfaction, lower desire to lose weight.17

EC show better parenting with food

• EC show highest fdsI (precursor to sDOR.2-6yTM), are likely divide feeding responsibilities, view child’s eating positively.18
• EC mothers of 2-5 year-olds showed low restriction, appropriately divided feeding responsibilities.19
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